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• Biobased porous materials with tunable
porosity were obtained by crumpling
and thermo-hygro-forming low-cost
paper sheets.

• Tomographic images revealed that
crumpled papers constitute a new class
of porous materials with self-locked
architecture.

• Crumpled papers exhibited a reproduc-
ible compression behavior between
foams and entangled fibrous materials.

• Sheet curvature distributions revealed
that the geometry of the foldswas not af-
fected by the thickness of initial sheets.

• Crumpled papers showed interesting
specific mechanical properties between
those offlexible and rigid polymer foams.
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Several low-density crumpled paper-based materials were fabricated by varying both the volume fraction and the
geometry and mechanical properties of paper sheets. Their 3D architecture was investigated using X-ray
microtomography. Microstructure descriptors such as the pore size distribution, the mean curvature distribution
and the volume fraction of ordered domains were finely analyzed. Their mechanical properties were also assessed
using uniaxial compression tests. Our results showed that crumpled materials exhibited a particular porous micro-
structurewith a reproduciblemechanical behavior between foams and entangledfibrousmaterials. Their compres-
sive behavior was characterized by successive elastic, strain-hardening and densification regimes. The effects of the
geometry,microstructure andmechanical properties of the sheets on the process-inducedmicrostructures andme-
chanical performances were discussed. In particular, a simple micromechanical approach was used to estimate an-
alytically and from the 3D images the role of ridges and ordered domains on themechanical properties of crumpled
papers. The evolution of their Young'smoduli and yield stresseswere studied as a function of their relative densities
and comparedwith experimental data available in the literature for other cellularmaterials, showing that crumpled
papers are promising renewable alternatives to standard polymer foams for several engineering applications, due to
the proper combination of mechanical properties, porosity, cost, and easy fabrication.
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1. Introduction
Table 1
Structural properties of initial paper sheets. Mean values are based on an average of 5
measurements.

Tracing paper Crystal paper

Grammage G (g m−2) 91 ± 5 41 ± 1
Thickness t (μm) 75 ± 2 33 ± 1
Paper density ρp (kg m−3) 1213 ± 99 1242 ± 68
Porosity 1−ρp/ρcella 0.19 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01

a ρcell = 1500 kg m−3 is the density of the dense cellulose.
Cellular materials are attractive materials for structural applications
due to their lightweight and high specific mechanical properties. To
date, most studies in the literature have been mainly focused on foams,
honeycombs [1,2] and more recently on entangled materials [3,4] or
truss microstructures [5]. On the contrary, crumpled materials, and
more particularly those prepared from randomly folded thin paper or
aluminum sheets, are primarily regarded as model systems by physicists
due to their fascinating topology and their related scaling laws close to
those observed in many other materials or systems such as for example
polymerizedmembranes, biological cells or plants [6,7]. The use of crum-
pled sheets as structuralmaterials (e.g. shock absorbers, core of sandwich
panels) has been recently introduced by Bouaziz et al. [8] and subse-
quently taken up by Cottrino et al. [9], Balankin et al. [10] and more re-
cently by Hanaor et al. [11]. In [8–10], dedicated to aluminum foils, the
authors showed that crumpled materials could be potentially used in
many structural applications due to their high specific mechanical prop-
erties, their low-cost and their simple fabrication route. The mechanical
properties of crumpled aluminum foilswere investigated using both sim-
ple compression tests and close die compression experiments. Crumpled
aluminum foils exhibited foam-like compression behavior with succes-
sive elastic, strain-hardening anddensification regimes [8], the second re-
gime being rarely observed with other usual foams and close to that
observed for entangledfibrousmedia [1,12]. In addition, theirmechanical
properties were also dependent on the initial relative density ρ/ρs as
other cellular or fibrous materials: both the apparent compression mod-
ulus E and yield stress σy were power-law functions of ρ/ρs [8–10,12].
More recently, Hanaor et al. [11] showed that low-cost and biobasedma-
terials such as recycled paper could also be used to fabricate rigid struc-
tural materials with varied sizes and geometries. Dense compacted
crumpled materials were fabricated by high pressure hydraulic confine-
ment of randomly crumpled tissue papers. The low-cost and biobased
materials that were fabricated in their study exhibited high densities
ρ in the range 800–1300 kg m−3, and showed high specific mechanical
properties (e.g., ultimate compressive strength values of up to 200 MPa)
under both quasi-static and high strain rate loading conditions, and de-
formation energy close to that commonly obtained withmany engineer-
ing materials of similar density. Hence, these studies have demonstrated
that a wide variety of materials with different porosities, geometries and
mechanical performances can be potentially fabricated by simply varying
the in-plane sizes L of the precursor sheets [8–10], but also by tuning
themechanical behavior of the sheets [13] or even the crumpling process
[9,11].

However, the selection and the use of a specific crumpled material
for a particular engineering application require a proper control of the
process-induced microstructures and a comprehensive understanding
of their role on themechanical behavior [1,13,14]. In the last decade, sig-
nificant effort was made to understand the physics of crumpling phe-
nomena [15–20] and the microstructures of crumpled sheets [21–26].
Despite this effort, further studies are still required to fully elucidate
the links between the three-dimensional self-locked architectures of
these cellular materials and their resulting mechanical properties. The
crumpling of thin sheets by external forces usually leads to the forma-
tion of complex patterns of folds [15,17,22,26]. For example, a remark-
able feature of crumpled materials is that their folding microstructure
is characterized by the presence of ordered and clustered domains in
the form of stacks of layered facets. Lin et al. [25] and Cambou and
Menon [23] observed layering phenomena in randomly crumpled alu-
minum and elastomeric balls. The folding configuration of randomly
crushed elastic and elastoplastic sheets was also studied numerically
by Tallinen et al. [19]. Their numerical simulations revealed that crum-
pled elastic sheets were more effectively folded than crumpled
elastoplastic sheets. Elastic sheets also exhibited a more layered struc-
ture and had a larger characteristic facet size. However, the growth of
these ordered domains during the crumpling process, their architecture
and their role on the mechanics of crumpled materials are still poorly
understood.

Within this context, this study aimed at (i) exploringwhether paper,
i.e., a low-cost and widely available biobased material with interesting
specific mechanical properties [27], can be used to fabricate low-cost,
low-density (i.e., at much lower densities than those investigated in
[11]) renewable cellular materials with controlled three-dimensional
architectures, (ii) assessing the role of the microstructure features of
crumpled papers such as ridges and ordered domains on their mechan-
ical properties, and (iii) exploring their practical interest comparedwith
commercially-available cellular materials such as polymer foams and
honeycombs that are widely used for structural applications or even
with other emerging biobased porous materials such as, for instance,
foams with nanofibrils of cellulose (NFC) prepared by ice templating
[28]. Thus, in a first section, we present a simple but efficient fabrication
route for obtaining reproducible low-density crumpled paper-basedma-
terials. Then, the three-dimensional structure and the mechanical prop-
erties of these materials were studied using X-ray microtomography
imaging and compression tests, respectively. Several studies [9,22,24]
have shown that X-ray tomography is a well-suited tool for characteriz-
ing the internal conformation of crumpled sheets. To finely analyze the
inner microstructures of crumpled materials and their role on the me-
chanical properties, we developed and used image analysis procedures
to extract several relevant microstructure descriptors such as the pore
size and mean curvature distribution, spatial localization and volume
fraction of ridges and ordered domains with layers of stacked sheets.
2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Materials and sample preparation

Two types of commercial paper sheets were used, namely a ‘tracing’
paper and a ‘crystal’ paper. These papers had amean thickness of 75 μm
and 33 μm, respectively, with practically the same density ρp (Table 1).
The cross-sectional micrographs shown in the insets of Fig. 1 revealed
that both types of paper had quite homogeneous microstructures with
a limited amount of flat pores parallel to the sheet mid-plane. These
micrographs also showed that both papers exhibited rather rough and
irregular surfaces inherited from the papermaking operations.

To characterize the mechanical properties of the paper sheets, uni-
axial tensile tests were performed on rectangular specimens (mean
width ≈ 15 mm and mean initial length l0≈100 mm) at a constant
strain-rate j _εj = 0.01 s−1 using an electromechanical testing machine
(Instron 5960, USA) equippedwith a force sensor of 5 kN. Before testing,
papers were stored for at least 2 days under controlled conditions,
i.e., T = 25 °C and 50% of relative humidity (RH). To investigate the ef-
fect of the fabrication process (described below) on the mechanical
properties of initial paper sheets, tensile tests were also performed
after the sheets were soaked in water for 60 s and dried in an oven at a
temperature of 95 °C. Both types of paper sheets showed an anisotropic
elastoplastic behavior characterized by longitudinal (MD) and transverse
(CD) Young's moduli EMD, ECD, and yield stresses σyMD, σyCD, followed by
a strain-hardening regime up to maximal tensile breakage strains
(Fig. 1). The tests also showed that the mechanical behavior of initial
crystal paper sheets (Fig. 1a,b, red curves) was severely affected by



Fig. 1. (a,b) Tensile stress σ as a function of logarithmic (Hencky) strain ε obtained for crystal (a,b) and tracing paper sheets (c,d) in the machine direction (MD) (a,c) and in the cross
direction (CD) (b, d). The blue curves correspond to the mechanical response of initial sheets, whereas the red curves correspond to the mechanical behavior of paper sheets after
being soaked in water for 60 s and dried in an oven at a temperature of 95 °C. The insets of figures b,d correspond to 2D cross section views of (b) crystal and (d) tracing paper
obtained using X-ray synchrotron microtomography (voxel size: 0.63 μm3). The Young's moduli and yield stresses reported in these graphs are based on an average of 5
measurements. The first were estimated at the onset of unloading specimen after stretching them up to ε≈0.005, the second were estimated according to the method shown in (c).
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moistening and drying operations (Fig. 1a,b, blue curves), whereas that
of tracing paper sheets remained practically unchanged (Fig. 1c,d, blue
curves). After moistening and drying, it is interesting to note that both
types of paper sheets exhibited similar mean Young's moduli �Ep ¼ ðEMD

þECDÞ=2 ≈ 7 GPa and mean yield stresses σyp ¼ ðσMD þ σCDÞ=2
≈ 48 MPa. Hence, the two types of papers chosen in this study (with
similar mechanical properties after crumpling) allowed the effect of the
sheet thickness and geometry on the process-induced microstructures
of crumpled materials to be properly investigated.

Crumpled paper-based materials were obtained using the fabrica-
tion route shown in Fig. 2. Each paper sheet was soaked in a water
bath for 60 s and then drained to remove the excess of water at their
surface. The sheets had a relative water content of about 40 wt%
after this step. Then, moistened sheets were ‘randomly’ crumpled by
hand into the form of a ball (Fig. 2) and inserted into a cylindrical die
to obtain cylindrical samples (initial diameter D0=30 mm and height
H0=30mm). Then, themold was placed into an oven at a temperature
of 95 °C for 24 h. Finally, the resulting cylindrical crumpled structures
(Fig. 2) were removed from the mold and stored in controlled condi-
tions (T = 45 °C, relative humidity of 50%) for at least two days. To
prepare crumpled structures with various initial relative densities ρ/ρp,
where ρ is the density of the crumpled material before compression,
squared sheets with different initial sizes Lwere used (Table 2).

Lastly, to study the effects of the sheet type, several crumpled mate-
rials were also fabricated using randomly folded aluminum foils that
had a prominent plastic behavior (ductile elastoplastic behavior, elastic
modulus Ep = 40 GPa, yield stress σyp = 52 MPa). For that purpose,
commercial aluminum foils of different sizes (density ρp =
2500 kg m−3, thickness t = 43 μm) were hand-crumpled and com-
pressed into the cylindrical die shown in Fig. 2, i.e., using the same
mechanical route used to prepare paper samples.
2.2. X-ray microtomography

The 3D architecture of crumpled tracing papers was characterized
using a laboratory X-ray microtomograph (3SR Lab, RX Solutions,
France). A voxel size of 153 μm3 was chosen to obtain 3D images. The
samples were fixed onto a rotation stage between the conical X-ray
source and the detection unit that recorded the transmitted X-rays.



Fig. 2. Scheme of the procedure used to fabricate crumpled paper-based materials. The
fabricated samples were conditioned in controlled environmental conditions (T = 25 °C,
relative humidity of 50%) for at least two days before testing.
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Samples were rotated under the beam incrementally up to 180° to pro-
vide a set of 1500 radiographs (duration of the scan≈ 1 h). The 3Dmi-
crostructure of crumpled crystal sheets were characterized using a
high-resolution X-ray synchrotron microtomograph (ID 19 beamline,
ESRF, France). This beamline delivers an intense coherent and mono-
chromatic X-ray source and enables images with a high signal-to-
noise ratio to be acquired. The X-ray energy and the number of radio-
graphs were set to 19 keV and 3000, respectively (duration of scan
≈ 60 s). A voxel size of 5.53 μm3 was chosen to obtain accurate repre-
sentation of the imaged crumpled sheets. Then, 3D images were recon-
structed using the so-called Paganin procedure, which is based on the
Table 2
Lengths L of the initial paper sheets used to fabricate crumpled samples. The density ρ and
the relative density ρ/ρp of the resulting crumpled materials are also reported (note that
the sample porosity is equal to 1−ρ/ρp).

Sample Initial length
L (mm)

Initial density
ρ (kg m−3)

Initial relative
density ρ/ρp

Tracing paper 140 85 0.07
170 121 0.1
205 182 0.15
235 243 0.2
290 340 0.28
315 412 0.34

Crystal paper 140 35 0.028
195 68 0.055
230 109 0.088
300 211 0.17
use of the phase contrast in the images [29,30]. The two voxels sizes
of 153 μm3 and 5.53 μm3 were chosen to ensure a minimum and identi-
cal number of 5–6 voxels in the thickness of both tracing and crystal
paper sheets, respectively. This was chosen purposely to minimize
errors during the computation of microstructure descriptors (e.g. the
mean curvature), to get similar systematic errors during the subsequent
image analysis subroutines (see below), and to allow a relevant analysis
and comparison of the two types of crumpled sheets.

2.3. Image analysis

Due to the good contrast between the papers and the pores, the 3D
images could be segmented without difficulty in order to separate the
porous and the solid phases of the crumpled materials. This was done
using an automatic threshold (based on the Otsu's method [31]) imple-
mented in the freeware ImageJ [32]. Then, the homogeneity of the sam-
ples was assessed using profiles of their relative density along their
height and radius [3,8]. The degree of anisotropy (tDA) was determined
using themean intercept length (MIL)method [33] implemented in the
plugin BoneJ of ImageJ [34]. The fractal dimension of the crumpled
materials was also calculated from the binarized stacks using a box-
counting method implemented in BoneJ [34,35]. Crumpled materials
exhibit particular three-dimensional architectures inwhich the porosity
is almost entirely connected [8,9]. Consequently, measuring a typical
pore size and anisotropy in these interconnected and continuous
systems is not a trivial procedure. In this study, these measurements
were achieved by applying sequential 3Dmorphological erosion and di-
latation operations of increasing size to the porous phase. Hence, the
size measured using this computational processing procedure corre-
sponds to the Euclidian thickness of the porosity [36]. The volumetric
pore size distribution of paper-based crumpled materials was deter-
mined using the 3D granulometry function provided by the plugin
Analysis 3D (ImageJ) [37]. This measurement was performed using
octahedron structural elements.

To locate and assess the volume fraction of ordered domains in the
crumpled structures, i.e., with layers of stacked facets [19,23,25], a ded-
icated procedure was developed, as sketched in Fig. 3. The 3D binarized
images were dilated several times (3, 5, 8 and 10 times for crumpled
tracing sheets and 3, 7, 10 and 13 times for crumpled crystal sheets)
using the DilEro function provided by the plugin Analysis 3D [37] and
then reversely eroded (steps 1 and 2 in Fig. 3) to fill the gap between
neighboring sheets. Then, the local thickness was computed at each
point in the solid phase of the resulting images using the thickness func-
tion provided by the plugin BoneJ to obtain 3D thickness maps (step 3).
A thresholding of the false-color thickness map was applied to keep
only the zones in the crumpled structure with the highest thicknesses
which corresponded to the stacks of layered sheets (step 4). Finally,
the as-obtained images were compared to the original images to keep
only the set of voxels that overlapped (step 5). This was performed
using the image calculator function implemented in ImageJ [32].
Hence, this procedure enabled the volume fraction of ordered domains
ϕc and the volume fraction of paper ϕcp in these domains to be deter-
mined. More particularly, ϕc was determined by counting the number
of voxels of the paper phase (step 5) and dividing it by the total number
of voxels of the region of interest (ROI). The volume fraction of paper in
ordered domains ϕcpwas determined by counting the number of voxels
of the paper phase of the ordered domains (step 5) and dividing it by
the total number of voxels of the zones in the crumpled structures
with the highest thicknesses (step 4).

Curvature maps and distributions were also computed from the to-
mographic images. For that purpose, the mean curvature ℋ, defined
as half the sum of the two principal curvatures κ1 and κ2, i.e., ℋ = (κ1
+ κ2)/2, was obtained in each point of the paper-pore interface. Many
techniques are available to estimate the local mean curvatures from ei-
ther triangular or digital surfaces [38–41]. These estimators often imply
some accuracy issues since they are inherently second-order local



Fig. 3. Set of image processing operations applied on binarized stacks to separate the layered domains in crumpled materials.
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derivatives, which are sensitive to noise and digitization effects. In the
present approach, the mean curvatures were adaptively computed
from the largest ‘relevant’ neighborhoods, limiting the digitization
noise (see [42] for more details). Briefly, themethod is based on the fol-
lowing expression ofℋ [43], where themean curvature at an interface
point P between the papers and the pores is defined as the divergence of
the outward unit normal vector n(P):

ℋ Pð Þ ¼ ∇ � n Pð Þ
2

ð1Þ

To estimate n(P), we relied on an adaptive method which used the
volumetric information of the signed distance map to infer both n(P)
and its most relevant neighborhood, depending on the local morpholo-
gy of the interface [44]. The distributions of |ℋ |, expressed in terms of
occurrence ratio per curvature range, were then computed: they pro-
vided the ratio in percentage of the paper's surface area thatwas located
within a particular range of |ℋ |. To rule out some potential side effects
due to the border of the image proximity, we suppressed from the
statistics all curvatures ℋ(P) values whose P-to-border-distance was
lower than a maximal radius (here, 5 voxels) of the curvature estima-
tion neighborhood.

2.4. Uniaxial compression tests

Uniaxial compression experiments were performed on cylindrical
specimens in controlled environmental conditions (T = 25 °C and 50%
RH). To investigate the effect of the relative humidity on themechanical
properties of crumpled paper-based materials, some tests were also
performed at 20% and 85% RH. For that purpose, a chamber connected
to an air humidity generator (TECHPAP, France), surrounding both the
compression plates and the specimens, was installed in the compres-
sion machine. Crumpled materials were subjected to five successive
load-unload cycles and at a constant compression strain-rate of j _εj =
0.002 s−1 with increasing the global axial compression Hencky strain
εh=ln(H/H0) upon loading, H being the current height of the sample.
These experiments were performed using an electromechanical testing
machine (DY26,MTS, USA) equippedwith a force sensor of either 500 N
or 20 kN, depending on the initial relative density ρ/ρp of the studied
materials. During the experiments, the nominal compression stress
σ=4F/πD0

2 was also acquired (F being the compression force). The evo-
lution of the geometry of the samples was observed using images taken
during the tests with a CCD camera (Jai Pulnix RM-4200GE, spatial res-
olution 2048 × 2048 pixels). It was also checked that the stiffness of the
entire testing device was much higher than those of crumpled mate-
rials, so that εH was considered to be a relevant macroscale axial defor-
mation of samples. The compression moduli E of the samples were
calculated at the onset of the second unloading stage (εH≈0.1) [8].
The apparent yield stress σy was determined from the intersection of
the two tangent lines parallel to the elastic domain and the nearly linear
strain hardening plasticity regime above the yield stress [1,28] (see
Fig. 9a).

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure of crumpled paper sheets

Fig. 4 shows the internal microstructure of several crumpled mate-
rials obtained using tracing and crystal paper sheets at various packing
fractions that ranged from 0.07 to 0.36. The colormaps plotted onto
the sample surfaces are related to the local mean curvatures. The figure
shows that the initial sheets were severely bent and distorted during
sample processing to form complex self-locked architectures, i.e., with
many ridges or vertices (red and green surface zones of the 3D images,
respectively) and curved thin walls (yellow surface zones). The fractal
dimension of the samples increased from approximatively 2.4 for the
lowest initial relative density up to 2.8 for the highest initial relative
density, showing a progressive change from a 2Dmaterial (uncrumpled



Fig. 4. 3D views of crumpled tracing sheets (a–d) and crystal sheets (e–f). The colormaps
represent the mean curvature of the sheets (see Section 2.3) that range from−50 mm−1

(green, concave shape) to 50 mm−1 (red, convex shape). For better visualization,
curvatures are represented on all interface points, excepting at the intersection with
image borders, where bulk paper is represented in light gray. Images (a–d) and (e,f)
have a size of 12 × 12 × 12 mm3 and 6.6 × 6.6 × 6.6 mm3, respectively. The arrows in
blue, green and red correspond to the x, y and z directions of the images, respectively.
Note that the relative densities ρ/ρp displayed in this figure were calculated by counting
the number of voxels of the paper phase and dividing it by the total number of voxels of
the ROIs.
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sheet where the fractal dimension is close to 2) to a 3D compact struc-
ture as the relative density ρ/ρp was increased. These values are in ac-
cordance with those reported by Lin et al. [24] for randomly crumpled
aluminum balls. Indeed, the authors also observed an increase in the
fractal dimension (from2.3 to 2.8)with increasing isostatic compaction.

In addition, regardless of the imaged samples, the mean degree of
anisotropy (tDA) was close to 2.5. This value corresponds to rather iso-
tropic initial structure (tDA tends to infinity for a fully aligned structure
[34]). Besides, a finer analysis of the stack of binarized images shown in
Fig. 5 revealed that the local relative density of the samples was nearly
constant along the height of the samples. The local relative density esti-
mated along the radius was also nearly constant over a wide distance
from the center of the samples. Similar local density profiles, character-
ized by a drop of the local sheet volume fraction near the free surfaces of
the samples were also reported previously for crumpled aluminum foils
[8,9] but also for compacted entangled monofilaments [3]. The routes
used tomanufacture thesematerials as well as their particular architec-
tures induced these edges effects. Indeed, near their free surfaces, the
entanglement is possibly lower, leading to higher elastic sheet recovery
after crumpling and compacting the samples, and thus to lower relative
densities in these regions.

3.1.1. Pore size distribution
The pore size distribution within the imaged samples is shown in

Fig. 6a,b. As expected, the typical pore sizes decreased significantly
with increasing the sheet packing fraction and were smaller for crystal

paper. The characteristic pore size d which corresponds to the pore
size of the highest peak in the distribution decreased from 1770 μm to
180 μm for tracing sheets and from 190 μm to 44 μm for crystal sheets,
as the initial relative density ρ/ρp increased from 0.07 to 0.3 and from
0.19 to 0.36, respectively. The pore size range also extended to smaller
values with increasing the sheet packing fraction, suggesting that the
pores that were formed during compaction of the sheet were less
polydisperse.

However, it is interesting to note that the dimensionless pore sized/t
at ρ/ρp=0.19 was very similar for both types of paper. In addition,

Fig. 6c also shows that the ratio t/d was a power-law function of ρ/ρp,
i.e., t=d∝ðρ=ρpÞa , with a=1.7, regardless of the considered paper.
These two points suggest that the morphology of the pores was nearly
similar for both types of materials.

3.1.2. Ordered domains
As already emphasized in several studies [19,23,25], the 3D images

shown in Fig. 4 reveals the coexistence of disordered crumpled zones
with zones that exhibit stacked layers of sheets with higher local rela-
tive density (see also Fig. 3). Stacked layers induced during the sample
fabrication were homogeneously distributed in samples and displayed
3D random orientation (Fig. 5). Both the volume fraction of ordered
stacks and the number of layers in each stack increasedwith the relative
density. From the segmented 3D rendered perspectives views shown in
Fig. 7, it is seen that the thicknesses between the parallel flat facets in
the stacks progressively decreased and that the volume fraction of
sheets in close contact increased with the compaction of the crumpled
sheets. A quantitative analysis of the segmented 3D images is presented
in Fig. 7a,b,c. From these graphs, several remarks can be drawn:

• Fig. 7b shows that the volume fraction of layered domains ϕc was a
power-law function of the sample relative density, i.e., ϕc∝(ρ/ρp)b,
with b=1.5. These ordered domainswere formedeven at low relative
density, i.e., ρ/ρp=0.07 and represented up to 95% of the sheet
volume for the highest crumpled densities (ρ/ρp=0.3) (Fig. 7a).

• In addition, Fig. 7c shows that the volume fraction of paper ϕcp in the
ordered domains was close to 0.5. This value is considerably higher
than the relative bulk density ρ/ρp of crumpled samples. It is also
interesting to note that ϕcp remained nearly constant whatever the
considered crumpled sample: this is presumably link to the existence
of a limiting value of curvature radiuswhichprevents thepaper sheets
to be folded into more densely packed domains (this point will be
further discussed in the next subsection and in Section 4.1).

• Finally, Fig. 7a reveals that for a given relative density of ρ/ρp=0.2,
both types of crumpledmaterials, i.e., made eitherwith crystal or trac-
ing papers, exhibited these layering phenomenawith similar fractions
of ordered domains. This suggests that for similar mechanical proper-
ties of the parent sheets, the fraction of ordered domains does not



Fig. 5. Radial (a) and vertical (b) cross sections of a randomly crumpled tracing paper (initial height ofH0= 20mm and diameter of D0= 25mm)with amacroscale relative density of ρ/
ρp=0.17. Graphs (b,d) show the local relative density ρ/ρp along the radius (b) or height (d) of the sample.
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depend significantly on the geometry and structural characteristics of
the parent sheets but mainly on the sheet packing fraction.

3.1.3. Sheet curvature
A remarkable feature of the three-dimensional arrangements of

crumpled materials was that a large fraction of the surface area of the
sheetswas relatively flat (see the yellow regions in the tomographic im-
ages shown in Fig. 4). The curvature imposed on the paper sheet by ex-
ternal confinement was concentrated mostly in a network of ridges
which met at vertices and corners. In these regions, the strains induced
during crumpling exceeded the yield strain of the sheet and the ridges
became irreversibly creased into folds. As for the other structure de-
scriptors, Fig. 8a shows that at given paper content, tracing and crystal
crumpled sheets displayed practically the same distribution of dimen-
sionless mean curvature ℋt, suggesting again that the morphology of
the pattern of folds formed during crumpling was comparable. In addi-
tion, Fig. 8b reveals that the fraction of the surface area of the sheetwith
large curvatures progressively increasedwith increasing the sheet pack-
ing fraction ρ/ρp. To analyze more deeply these histograms, regions of
high curvatures such as ridges and vertices were identified by consider-
ing that they had curvature radius lower than4t (Fig. 8b). This threshold
valuewas reasonably chosen by analyzing finely the 3D images (see the
image insets of Fig. 8c–d). Fig. 8c shows that the volume fraction of the
regions of high curvatures ϕr was a power-law function of the sample
relative density ρ/ρp, i.e., ϕr∝(ρ/ρp)c, with c=1.7, whereas their mean
dimensionless curvature radius R=t tended to a constant value close to
1.8 (Fig. 8d). In the same time, it is worth noting that outside these
zones, R=t exhibited a constant decrease, as shown in Fig. 8e.

3.2. Mechanical properties

3.2.1. Typical compression behavior
Fig. 9 shows a collection of macroscale compression stress-strain

curves obtained for both types of crumpled materials. These compres-
sion curves are typical of many elastoplastic cellular materials and
exhibit three distinct regimes:

• An initial quasi-linear behavior up to an initial yield stress σy.
• Above σy, a marked plastic deformation with pronounced residual
strain upon unloading. In this regime, the consolidation of the mate-
rials occurs, and the stress σ is an increasing function of the compres-
sion strain εH. The strain hardening regime is different from the
horizontal plateau commonly observed during the consolidation of
most elastoplastic foams or even during buckling of honeycomb struc-
tures. Here, the strain hardening behavior is potentially controlled by
the rearrangement of the crumpling network accompanied by the
formation of new ridges and folds with increasing εH.

• At high compression strains, a densification regime characterized by a
sharp increase in the compressive stress σ.



Fig. 6.Volumetric pore size distribution obtained for crumpled tracing (a) and crystal (b) papers for different initial relative densities. (c) Graph that shows the evolution oft=d, i.e., the ratio

of the sheet thickness t over the mean pore size d, as a function of the initial relative density ρ/ρp.
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Fig. 9 also reveals that both types of materials exhibited a pro-
nounced non-linear strain recovery upon unloading stages. This sug-
gests that the elastic energy stored within the network of ridges,
corners and plates upon loading was sufficient to unfold them partially
upon unloading. The recovered strain after the last unloading stage
(Fig. 9)was followed by time-dependent (delayed) free-stress strain re-
covery: after twoweeks, the initial residual strain of εH≈0.7 recorded at
the end of the tests plotted in Fig. 9 reduced up to εH≈0.3. This remark-
able feature is different from that observed in crumpled aluminum
structures [8]where the elastic recovery is limited, permanent and asso-
ciated with the irreversible plastic deformation of the aluminum foils.
For paper materials, the origin of this recovery is presumably associated
to their viscoelasticity [27]. Lastly, the image insets in Fig. 9b show that
below a macroscale compression Hencky strain of εH = 0.2, the sample
deformation was practically homogeneous and exhibited weak trans-
verse deformation (tangent Poisson's ratio ν≈0). Above this value,
small bulging effects was noticed and was mainly due to frictions of
samples with the compression platens and probably due to an increase
of the tangent Poisson's ratio.
Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that the tested crumpled
paper-based specimens exhibited a reproducible compression behavior
at sufficiently high relative densities (ρ/ρp≥0.15 and ρ/ρp≥0.055 for
tracing and crystal papers, respectively), i.e., with small stress variation
Δσ≈±10−20%. However, Δσ increased at lower relative densities. In
this low packing regime, the mechanical response was affected by the
size and the heterogeneity of the pattern of folds formed during crum-
pling. As mentioned earlier, the characteristic size of the network of
ridges increased with decreasing L in a given volume.
3.2.2. Effect of the initial relative density and relative humidity
Fig. 10a,b shows the evolution of the elastic modulus E and the yield

stress σy as a function of the initial relative density ρ/ρp for tracing and
crystal crumpled sheets, respectively. These graphs reveal that E and σy

were both power-law functions of ρ/ρp, i.e., E∝(ρ/ρp)n and σy∝(ρ/ρp)m,
with n=1.7 andm=2. Both types of crumpled structures, i.e., made ei-
therwith tracing or crystal papers, exhibited identical scaling exponents
and mechanical performances.



Fig. 7. (a) Evolution of the relative volume fraction of layered stacksϕ�
c ¼ ϕc=ðρ=ρpÞ as a function of the relative density ρ/ρp. The green,magenta, blue and red symbolswere obtained for

the tracingpaper. They correspond to values ofϕc obtainedby keepingonly the ordered zoneswith a thickness tc between the interlayered sheets of interlayer thickness equal to t, 2t, 3t and
4t, respectively. The yellow star symbols were estimated with a crumpled crystal sheet. The 3D views (size of 12 × 12 × 12 mm3) represent the layered domains in crumpled tracing
materials for different relative densities and for an interlayer thickness of 4t. (b) Volume fraction of ordered zones ϕc (obtained for tc = 4t) as a function of ρ/ρp. (c) Evolution of the
volume fraction of paper ϕcp in ordered domains.
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The mechanical properties of crumpled crystal materials decreased
with increasing the relative humidity, as shown in Fig. 10c,d. Indeed,
the compressionmodulus E and the yield stress σy decreased by a factor
of 2 and 3 with increasing the relative humidity from 20% to 80%, re-
spectively. Papers are fibrous materials made up of cellulose fibers
which are hydrophilic, thus they display moisture dependent physical
and mechanical properties [27]. However, it is interesting to notice
that the scaling exponents n andm obtained for E and σy remained un-
changed under different relative humidities. This suggests that the
structural and mechanical properties of the initial paper sheets have a
minor effect on the mechanics, namely the deformation micro-mecha-
nisms of the ridges and plates which occur when crumpled paper-
based structures are subjected to external loadings (this point is further
discussed in Section 4).



Fig. 8. Distribution of the dimensionless mean curvatureℋ � t for two crumpled samples with identical relative density ρ/ρp of 0.19 andmade either with tracing (blue square symbols)
and crystal (red circle symbols) paper sheets (a). Distribution of the dimensionlessmean curvatureℋ× t of crumpled tracing samples shown in Fig. 3a–d (b). Volume fraction of the sheet
with a dimensionlessmean curvatureℋ× tN 0.25 (i.e.,Rb 4t), namely the ridges, as a function of the initial relative density of crumpled tracing samples (c). Dimensionlessmean curvature
radius for the fraction of surface area of the sheet withℋ × t N 0.25 (ridges) (d) orℋ × t b 0.25 (e) as a function of the initial relative density.
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4. Discussion

The experimental results presented in the previous section clearly
showed that the mechanical properties of the sheets as well as the pro-
cess-induced microstructures had noticeable effects on the mechanical
properties of crumpled sheets. These effects are further discussed in
the following subsections.
4.1. Crumpling mechanisms and related microstructures

The sheet packing fraction ρ/ρp affects significantly the characteristic
pore size d of crumpling networks (Fig. 6). More particularly, Fig. 6
shows that d is a power-law function of (ρ/ρp)−a, with a=1.7. This
power-law exponent is different from that theoretically expected for
the characteristic dimensions of inter-fiber voids in isotropic networks



Fig. 9. Stress-strain curves of crumpled structures obtained during the compression of
tracing (a) and crystal (b) paper sheets with very close relative density. The image
insets show the evolution of the geometry of a crumpled crystal sample during simple
compression.
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of entangled fibers (a=0.5) [45,46]. This exponent is also quite differ-
ent from that expected for classical cellularmaterials with regular archi-
tectures such as closed (a=1) and open foams (a=0.5) [1]. Thus,
crumpled materials constitute a new class of porous materials with
structural and thus mechanical features (see below) different from
standard foams and fibrous materials.

These features are inherited from the crumpling process. During com-
paction, paper sheets were increasingly bent and the existing folds were
presumably compressed to sharper dihedral angles. The deformation of
the sheets was also presumably associated with the formation of new
crumpling ridges. Indeed, it has been reported by Cambou and Menon
[22], that there is a limiting value of curvature beyond which the crum-
pling process leads to the formation of new ridges rather than deforming
existing folds. Results obtained in this work are in agreement with this
mechanism. As reported in Fig. 8d, a limiting value of the dimensionless
curvature radius is observed close to 1.8 and occurred at relatively low
relative densities (between 0.1 and 0.2). This suggests that the sharp in-
crease of the volume fraction shown in Fig. 8c could be mainly related
to the creation of new folds. Fig. 7 also proved that this creation of new
foldswasmainly correlated to the formation of clustered and ordered do-
mains, at least for the low relative density regime. These domains proba-
bly correspond to proper topological configurations that minimized the
deformation energy of those systems during crumpling. This mechanism
leads to large ordered domains with lowmean curvature (see the tomo-
graphic images 1 and 2 in Fig. 7). However, at higher relative densities,
the growth of these domains is progressively restrained with increasing
the relative densities (Fig. 7). In this situation, the crumpling process
leads to the bending/folding (see the two tomographic images 3 and 4
below the graph of Fig. 7 and the graph of Fig. 8e) and the consolidation
of ordered domains.

4.2. Links between microstructure and mechanics of crumpled materials

4.2.1. Scaling laws
The scaling exponents (n=1.7 andm=2)obtained for themechan-

ical properties of crumpled paper-based materials were close to those
commonly expected for classical cellularmaterials with well-controlled
microstructures and deformation mechanisms, such as open (n=2,
and m=1.5) or closed foams with thickening of cell edges (1bnb2
and 1bmb1.5) [1]. More particularly, these exponents suggest that
the compression behavior of crumpled paper-based materials could re-
sult from multiple combined deformation micro-mechanisms such as
bending of the ridges associated to bending and stretching/compression
of the multiple interlocked thin plates [1,8,10]. The initial deformation
of crumpledpaper-based samples is potentially associatedwith changes
of radius of curvature, accompanied with the bending and stretching/
compression of the ridges (seen as struts). The interlocked thin plates
(that can be seen as thin cell walls) could also bend under deformation.
Once the compression stress exceeds the yield stress σy, the deforma-
tion of crumpled samples is presumably controlled by the buckling/
bending of ridges and formation of new crumpling ridges, as well as
the rearrangement of crumpling network. The numerous ordered do-
mains that are homogeneously and isotropically distributed in the
bulk of the materials (Figs. 4 and 5) could also contribute to the me-
chanical strength. On the one hand, ordered domains with numerous
layers of stacked sheets could be seen as plates with high thicknesses
and thus high stiffness that could potentially strengthen crumpled ma-
terials, as suggested in previous studies [22,23]. On the other hand, as
the creation of these domains could be associated to the minimization
of the deformation energy during crumpling (see previous subsection),
one could also expect that they contribute to the minimization of the
mechanical properties of manufactured crumpled samples.

The link between themicrostructure and themechanical properties of
crumpled materials is still not well established owing to the variety and
complexity of deformation mechanisms occurring in the different parts
of the crumpled sheet, namely the ridges (r) and the facets stacked in
the clustered/ordered domains (c) or out (e) of these domains. However,
using simplifiedmicromechanical assumptions, a possible scenario canbe
proposed to identify the elementary mechanisms that mainly contribute
to the elastic deformation of crumpled samples. Indeed, in the elastic re-
gime, the strain energy ℇ (per unit of volume of crumpled paper) of a
loaded crumpled sample is ℇ=ℇr+ℇc+ℇe, where ℇr, ℇc and ℇe are the
elastic energies stored in the Nr ridges, the Nc facets stacked in ordered
domains and theNe other parts of the sheet, respectively.Within a repre-
sentative volume V of the sample, each of these contributions can be
expressed as the sum of the Nα strain energies eαi (per unit volume of
paper) of the portions Ωαi of volumes Vαi, of volume fractions ϕαi, with
a stiffness tensor ℂp and being subjected to a local strain field εαi:

ℇα ¼
XNα

i¼1

ϕαieαi with eαi ¼
1

2Vαi

Z
Ωαi

εαi : ℂp : εαi dV ð2Þ

Hence, bymaking the reasonable assumption that the strain energies
eαi are of the same order of magnitude, i.e., eαi ¼ OðeβjÞ (∀α ,β , i , j), the
two following scaling expressions can be obtained:

ℇc
ℇe

≈
ϕc

ϕe
and

ℇr
ℇe

≈
ϕr

ϕe
ð3Þ



Fig. 10.Compressionmodulus E (a,c) and yield stressσy (b,d) of crumpled tracing and crystal sheets as a function of the initial relative densityρ/ρp. In Fig. 10c,d, the compressionmodulus E
and the yield stress σy of crumpled crystal sheets is shown at different relative humidities that ranged from 20 to 80 RH%. The values in brackets shown in Fig. 10d correspond to the
moisture contents.
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To estimate whether the ridges, the clustered/ordered domains or
the rest of the samples mainly contribute to the elastic deformation of
crumpled papers, the two scaling expressions εc/εe and εr/εe were plot-
ted as a function of the sheet packing fraction ρ/ρpusing the power-laws
for ϕc(ρ/ρp) and ϕr(ρ/ρp) that were previously determined from the
3D images of crumpled samples (see Figs. 7 and 8, ϕe=ρ/
ρp−ϕc−ϕr). The graph shown in Fig. 11 reveals that the relative contri-
bution of ridges ℇr/ℇe and ordered domains ℇc/ℇe increase with the rela-
tive density of crumpledmaterials. The part related to ridges ℇc is minor
(ℇcb0.1ℇe) for relative densities lower than 0.15, of the same order of
magnitude as ℇe for ρ/ρp≈0.2, and 10 times higher when the relative
density is equal to 0.3. On the contrary, the contribution of clustered/or-
dered domains is more important. Indeed, ℇc is systematically higher
than ℇr, of the same order as ℇe when ρ/ρp≈0.1, and practically 100
times higher when ρ/ρp≈0.3. However, it is worth noting that the con-
clusions drawn from this simplified analytical analysis must be taken
cautiously. Further investigations, e.g. in situ compression tests during
X-ray 3D imaging [28], and/or fine scale numerical simulations [18,
19], would be probably needed to (in)validate them.

4.2.2. Effect of sheet thickness
Crumpled materials made either with tracing or crystal papers

exhibited similar scaling exponents and mechanical performances
(Fig. 10a,b). Bearing in mind that both types of papers had comparable
mechanical properties after moistening and drying, this suggests that
the sheet thickness t has a minor effect on the mechanics of crumpled
materials. Indeed, as evident from Fig. 12c,d, the normalized scaling
laws E/Ep and σy/σyp obtained for crumpled crystal and tracing sheets
could be superimposed. The analysis of 3D tomographic images showed
that (i) the topology and geometry of the pattern of folds, (ii) the vol-
ume fraction of ordered domains and (iii) the geometry (thickness) of
pores in both types of crumpled materials were quite comparable.
Hence, the resulting similarity of the crumpling patterns led to similar
scaling expressions for the elastic moduli and yield stresses: the inner
structure of crumpled tracing and crystal sheets was presumably de-
formed in the same way during crumpling, leading to similar mechani-
cal behaviors and scaling exponents.
4.2.3. Effect of sheet mechanical properties
As expected Fig. 10c,d show that changing the relative humidity

significantly altered and decreased the compression moduli E and
yield stresses σy of crumpled paper-basedmaterials. In contrast, the ex-
ponents n andm of the scaling laws remained practically the samewith
increasing or decreasing the relative humidity. This shows that the me-
chanics of crumpled materials was mainly inherited from the initial



Fig. 11. Estimated evolutions of ℇc/ℇe (red triangles) and ℇr/ℇe (blue squares) with the
relative density ρ/ρp.
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configuration of the creased sheets. To investigate in detail the effects of
the mechanical properties of the initial sheets, several crumpled alumi-
num foils were fabricated with various packing fractions. Then, their
mechanical properties were compared with those obtained for
Fig. 12. Compressionmoduli E (a) and yield stressesσy (b) of crumpled paper (triangle symbols
ρp. In Fig. 12c,d, E and σy were normalized by the mean elastic moduli Ep and yield stresses σy
crumpled paper-based sheets (Fig. 12). Crumpled aluminum materials
exhibited higher compression modulus E than crumpled crystal and
tracing sheets. This clearly shows the role of the mechanical properties
of the initial sheets on themechanical performances of crumpled struc-
tures: aluminum sheets had highermean Young'smodulusEp than trac-
ing and crystal sheets, resulting in higher compression moduli E for the
crumpled aluminum materials. A similar remark can be drawn for the
yield stress σy: crumpled aluminum and paper-basedmaterials exhibit-
ed similar yield stresses σyp as the initially flat aluminum and paper
sheets had comparable yield stress σyp (≈50 MPa).

However, similarly to crumpled paper-based materials, E and σy for
aluminumbasedmaterials were both power-law functions of ρ/ρp, with
similar power-law exponents n≈1.7 and m≈2. These scaling expo-
nents are different from those reported by Bouaziz et al. [8] (n=2.4
andm=1.7) and Balankin et al. [10] (n=1.5 andm=0.9). This discrep-
ancy probably results from the fabrication conditions of the samples
that might have induced different folded microstructures.

Fig. 12c,d also show that crumpled aluminum and paper-based ma-
terials exhibited practically the same normalized scaling laws E/Ep and
σy/σyp . This would indicate that both crumpled materials have similar
foldedmicrostructures. However, Tallinen et al. [19], showed, using nu-
merical simulation, that the folded configuration, namely the geometry
of the pattern of ridges formedduring crumpling,was affected by the in-
trinsic mechanical characteristics of the initial sheets. Here, the similar-
ities between both types of crumpled materials, made either of
aluminum or papers, could be related to the ‘plasticization’ of paper
sheets before crumpling because of the moistening pre-treatment.
) and aluminum (black square symbols) sheets as functions of the initial relative density ρ/

p of the initial sheets (Fig. 1).



Fig. 13. Elastic modulus E (a) and yield stress σy (b) as functions of density ρ for the
studied crumpled paper-based materials and some commercially-available polymer
foams [1,14].
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This pre-treatment lowers the elastic properties and confers prominent
plastic ductile behavior to the initial paper sheets that is similar to that
of aluminum foils. Note also that the moistened paper sheets do no
undergo pronounced strain relaxation after demolding, as it can be ob-
served for randomly folded aluminum foils.

Finally, the strong similarities in the scaling laws observed for
elastoplastic aluminum and paper sheets indicate that the combined
deformation micro-mechanisms of the crumpling networks are materi-
al-independent, thus leading to similar scaling exponents n and m.

4.3. Comparison with classical cellular materials

In Fig. 13, the mechanical performances of crumpled paper-based
materials with different relative densities were plotted in Ashby-type
materials selection charts [1,14] and compared with those of commer-
cially-available foams of similar densities. Keeping in mind their very
low fabrication cost, this new class of biobased cellular materials with
only self-locking architectures is rather well-positioned in the graphs:

• Crumpled papers exhibit mechanical performances between those of
flexible and rigid commercially-available polymer foams that are
widely used in many engineering applications.

• They also have higher specific mechanical properties in comparison
with other cellulosic foams such as, for instance, cellulose nanofibril
foams [28] that are prepared by freeze-casting or ice-templating.

• Compared to crumpled aluminum sheets, crumpled papers exhibit
much higher specific yield stresses and have similar elastic properties.
They also show noticeable strain recovery upon unloading that could
be interesting for cushioning applications.

In addition, it is also worth noting that the strength and stiffness of
crumpledmaterials could be considerably improved. Indeed, the surface
of the uncrumpled sheets could be coated with a bonding material (e.g.,
elastomers, rubbers, starch etc.) which would allow self-contacts of
crumpled sheets to exhibit cohesion [9,47].

Hence, combined with their low-cost and easy fabrication, it is clear
that crumpled papers constitute promising solutions for several engi-
neering applications. They could be used to replace synthetic foams in
many applications requiring cost reduction (for example in packaging
[47,48]) or even to substitute honeycomb materials that are widely
used in sandwich panels, owing to their more isotropic architecture
and presumably highest in-plane lateral compression or transverse
shear resistances. These materials are also potentially relevant design
solutions for many engineering applications requiring high impact
resistance and energy absorption. Indeed, materials with self-locked ar-
chitectures are prone to exhibit remarkable damping capacity because
of the increased frictional mechanisms occurring in the numerous con-
tacts distributed in the 3D structure [3,4,11].

Eventually, the fabrication method presented in this study is versa-
tile enough to tune easily the process-induced architectures. For exam-
ple, by changing the initial length of the papers or the compaction rate
[11], samples with different porosities, anisotropies and mechanical
properties can be obtained. In addition, a simple scaling of the sheet
thickness enables the pore size distribution to be tailored. Parts with
large dimensions could be obtained using industrial compressionmold-
ing processes commonly used in manufacturing thermoset plastic or
composite parts [49] or even paper crumpling machines already used
in the industry for producing packaging cushioning. More elaborated
structures could also be fabricated through the assembly of individually
interlocking smaller-shaped subunits [50].

5. Conclusion

This study shows that paper sheets can be used to easily obtain light-
weight porous materials with interesting architectures and mechanical
properties, only by crumpling them. The simple and versatile fabrication
route used in this study allows biobased solid cellular materials with
controlled geometry and sizes to be obtained. It consists in moistening
the initial paper sheets before crumpling and then drying them inside
a cylindrical die to avoid paper relaxation after demolding. The as-
prepared samples exhibited isotropic self-locked architectures. Using
X-ray microtomography, the process-induced microstructures of the
materials was finely characterized. Their inner structure consisted of
an assembly of interacting folds and interlocked thin facets. Several
clustered and ordered domains within which the sheets were stacked
in layerswere also formed in the bulk of thematerials during crumpling.

Crumpled papers exhibit reproducible compression behavior that is
typical of many elastoplastic cellular materials, i.e., with successive lin-
ear, strain-hardening and densification regimes. Both the yield stress
and the elasticmoduli were power-law functions of the relative density.
The scaling exponents indicated that the compression behavior of
crumpled structures could result from multiple combined deformation
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mechanisms such as bending of the ridges and bending and stretching of
multiple interlocked thin facets. The numerous layered stacks that
are present in the crumpled structures could also contribute in a
complex manner to the mechanical rigidity of the systems. A simple
micromechanical analysis was carried out to estimate the effect of ridges
and ordered domains on the mechanical properties of crumpled papers.
However, to better understand themechanics of crumpledmaterials and
the role of the crumpled architecture, 3D in situ compression tests during
real time X-ray microtomography imaging could be performed [28].

These preliminary results show that these low-cost and easy pro-
cessable materials exhibit mechanical properties that are comparable
with flexible and rigid commercially-available polymer or aluminum
foams of similar densities. Thus, they constitute promising solutions
for several engineering applications. For example, they could be used
as core materials in sandwich panels because of their promising shock
absorbing and cushioning properties or as insulating materials because
of the low thermal conductivity of paper sheets.
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